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Abstract
To achieve the short bunch length needed for the CLIC main beam, the long bunches coming 
out  of  the  damping  ring  have  to  be  compressed  longitudinally  in  two  bunch  compressor 
chicanes without spoiling their emittances. Suitable chicane layouts are presented which were 
found in computer simulations including coherent synchrotron radiation effects. Additionally, a 
possible layout of the turn around loop directing the beam into the main linac is shown. It was 
optimized taking into account the effects of incoherent and coherent synchrotron radiation. This 
paper contains transparencies presented at the CLIC Workshop held at CERN in October 2007.
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Bunch Compressors and Turn Around Loop
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My Tasks for the CLIC Main Beam
picture from a talk
given by B. Jeanneret
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Old (30 GHz) vs. New (12 GHz) Main Beam Parameters
Specification
in front of BC1:
E0 = 2.424 GeV
Q0 = 0.41 nC
s = 1500 µm
I peak = 33 A
n,x = 550 nm rad












4  nm rad
0.137 %
−7.8 m−1
in front of BC2:
E0 = 9 GeV
Q0 = 0.41 nC
s = 250 µm
I peak = 200 A
n,x < 570 nm rad















s = 250 µm
I peak = 200 A
n,x < 570 nm rad








4  nm rad
Specification
behind BC2:
s = 30 µm
I peak = 1670 A
n,x < 600 nm rad











R56=−12.7  cm R56=−1.35 cm
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E0 = 2.4 GeV
Q0 = 0.67 nC
s = 1500 µm
I peak = 53 A
n,x = 400 nm rad









s = 178 µm
I peak = 450 A
n,x = 440 nm rad
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E0 = 9 GeV
Q0 = 0.67 nC
s = 175 µm
I peak = 460 A
n,x = 570 nm rad









s = 44 µm
I peak = 1820 A
n,x = 595 nm rad
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E0 = 9 GeV
Q0 = 0.67 nC
s = 175 µm
I peak = 460 A
n,x = 570 nm rad









s = 44 µm
I peak = 1820 A
n,x = 595 nm rad
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Turn Around Loop Simulation Results, 1D CSR
E0 = 9 GeV
Q0 = 0.67 nC
s = 175 µm
I peak = 460 A
n,x = 500 nm rad









s = 175 µm
I peak = 460 A
n,x = 560 nm rad
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Alternative Beam Line Overview
Turn Around Loop 1151 m
bending of first arc = 45deg
BC2, 40 mBC1, 30 m
